


Welcome to a whole new world of

                     switches and electrical accessories.

Freshness of the morning sun and dew or smell of fresh flowers is 

always invigorating. So it is with any brand. Mint has the dual advantage 

of freshness as well as familiarity with its range of switches and other 

electrical accessories.

To get a first hand experience and feel of it, make a switch to Mint.
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Mint is the designer series from Litaski 

Electricals, a part of the Chennai based 

Kumbhat Group that has diversified interests 

in industries like  holograms, label and 

packaging. 

Our state of the art factory with updated 

technological advancements is located in 

the heart of Ambattur, one of South Asia’s 

most prestigious industrial zones. The 

powerful  combination of our technical and 

design experts work together to pioneer 

breakthroughs like Mint.



Mint means indispensable
There are some things that your home or office just can’t do without. Mint is one of them.

Switches

Mint offers a wide range of choices in switches (6A one way and Two way, 6A One way with LED and 6A Bell Push with 

LED) and power switches (16A One way and Two way, 16A One way with LED and 25 DP with LED). These are built on 

a design platform that combines higher levels of technical know-how with aesthetic beauty. A protective safety shield and 

terminal shrouding provide enhanced safety.

 Switches are designed with 
factory of safety 1.2

 Bounce free mechanism 

 Rugged mechamism prevents 
welding of contacts

 Switches withstands 
endurance test of 100000 
operations

Sockets

Mint also offers a wide range of sockets (6A URO 2 Pin, 6A Uni D and 6A Multi-socket 

for Mobiles, or 2 Pin + 3 Pin) and power sockets (16A & 6A Uni, 25A & 6A Uni, 13A Flat 

Pin English and 13A & 6A Uni)

In both sockets and power sockets, all current carrying terminals are housed in a 

polycarbonate housing. They have solid brass terminals with proper shrouding as well 

as shutters to prevent accidental contact with live terminals. The spring loaded brass 

press components grips plus top pins tightly ensuring uniform surface area contacts to 

prevent loose contacts and charring of sockets and tops which is normally a common 

phenomenon while using heavy devices like air conditioner, water geysers etc

Mint switches and sockets have been designed keeping safety as the prime objective. 

The rare terminals are designed to be finger-proof in normal usage/wiring. The switches 

& sockets are completely shrouded and meet the required degree of protection – IP20 

(Ingress Protection). This provides protection against your finger touching a current 

carrying part.



Mint means control
Whether the breeze or the mood, control it perfectly with our range of regulators and dimmers.

Regulators and Dimmers

Mint has step-type fan regulators that provide :
 A totally hum free operation

 4 position speed controls

 No interference with radio / TV signals

 3600 rotation

Mint dimmer lets you control the mood of  
any occasion.

Support Modules

We also have a range of support modules  
to complete your every need.

 Dummy
 Line indicators
 Cord outlet
 TV Antenna outlet
 Piezo bell



Mint means hospitality

India has a rich cultural heritage with hospitality sector occupying a prime 

place to welcome global travellers to India. Keeping this in mind, Mint offers 

an exclusive range of products for hotels from LED based energy  saver foot 

lamps and path finders to compact speakers; from entertainment jacks, sensor 

type key tag and mechanical key tag to a range of instruction switches like 

Internal control unit for do not disturb and please clean my room etc.



Communication is synonymous with our 

product range with its blend of technology 

to keep pace with the ever growing markets 

in IT / ITES industries. At Litaski, we have 

a range of electrical products tailor made 

to suit to the ever growing demand of this 

sector.

Mint MCBs are perfectly suited for all heavy appliances like air-conditioners, geysers etc.

Mint means communication

Mint symbolizes the trust and reliability which the modern age is continuosly searching for in its products. 

From miniature circuit breakers (MCBs) to surface boxes, we offer a wide array of products that provide 

peace of mind and become an integral part of life.

USB CHARGER
USB Charger is offered in 1M with1A rating. Shortly we are presenting the usb charger in 2M with 2A 

rating.

MCB
Mint gives you a compact and reliable range of MCBs which are ideal for protective switching that provides 

overload and short circuit protection.

MS BOX
 Earthing terminal for safe installation

 Sufficient gauge thickness withstands the concrete setting pressure.

 A single-stroke knockout to make installation easy

 Thread size maintained as per IS Standards.

SURFACE BOX
 Moulded in brass threaded inserts used for perfect installation of mounting frame.

 Ribs designed along with the gussets for better rigidity.

Mint means reliability









IS: 3854
IS: 1293


